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Abstract
Fatigue crack closure concept has been used to extend fatigue life of cracked
components via slowing down or halting crack propagation by introducing a
variety of artificial closure materials into the crack. This necessitated the
consideration of deformation characteristics of the closure materials. The
previously proposed elastic wedge closure model along with a modified partial
crack closure concept was briefly reviewed. The elastic wedge model was then
extended to integrate with the plastic deformation characteristics of the wedge
based on the Ramberg-Osgood type relationship. The occurrence of wedge
plasticity was observed to cause a non-linear concave variation in the applied
stress-crack opening displacement (COD) response and the slope became
smaller in comparison with the elastic wedge. This resulted in a greater
effective stress range Δσeff due to a larger COD range experienced by the
fatigue crack tip for a given cyclic loading condition.

1. Introduction
Fatigue crack closure, initially discovered by Christensen [1] and defined by
Elber [2], has been widely used to explain the effect of microstructure,
environment, specimen thickness, stress ratio, overload, etc., on the fatigue
crack propagation (FCP) behavior of materials, as documented in several
overview papers and some recent publications, e.g. [3-12]. One of the practical
applications involving fatigue crack closure is to slow down or halt FCP by
deliberately infiltrating foreign materials into a crack, e.g. [13-15]. To
overcome the shortcoming of conventional crack closure concept, which has
been pointed out by a number of researchers, e.g., [4,16-21], a modified partial
crack closure concept was proposed where the effect of the loading cycle
below Kop on FCP has been taken into account [22-27]. The modified closure
model [25] has been used to predict the improvements in the FCP life in AISI
4130 low alloy steel filled with artificial closure materials via plating on the
cracked surfaces [13]. Through introducing artificial closure materials into
fatigue cracks in 7075-T651 aluminum alloy sheet [28], 7050 aluminum alloy
[29], AISI 304 stainless steel [14], JIS SM490A steel [15], etc., an effective
FCP retardation effect was observed to occur, giving rise to a significant
extension of fatigue life. This is due to the fact that the infiltrated wedge
results in a premature contact of crack surfaces, leading to a smaller effective
FCP driving force.
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Since a variety of artificial closure materials with different deformation
characteristics, such as electroless nickel [13,30], ethylcyanoacrylate adhesive
[30], low-melting point solder [30], epoxy resin [14,29], alumina paste [15],
have been used to retard the FCP, the plastic deformation of the artificial
closure materials is expected to occur in some cases. This study is thus aimed
at evaluating the effect of the plastic deformation of infiltrated wedge on the
applied stress-COD behavior, based on the crack closure model [25]. To have
a better understanding on the subsequent formulation, the main points in the
original elastic wedge model [25] are briefly summarized as follows.
2. Elastic wedge closure model [25]
2.1 Closure-free crack
Based on linear elastic fracture mechanics (LEFM) the relationship between
the externally applied stress, σ, and the crack opening displacement (COD), δ,
of a crack of length, 2a, in a center-cracked tensile specimen can be expressed
as:

σ = kδ ,
k=

E'

4 Y a m (2a − a m )

(1)

,

(2)

where k is the slope of the applied stress-COD relationship in the closure-free
case, am is the distance from the crack tip to an measuring location (Here am is
used to replace the symbol ai in [25]), Y is the geometric correction factor.
E
E ' = E for plane stress, and E ' =
for plane strain, where E is the
1 −ν 2
Young's modulus and v is Poisson's ratio of the specimen material. Eqn (1),
representing the applied stress-COD behavior in the closure-free case, denotes
a straight line passing through the origin of the coordinates (δ=0, σ=0),
suggesting that the crack faces are fully closed when the externally applied
stress is removed.
2.2 Closure-affected crack

A model representing the presence of crack closure was proposed [25]. An
elastic wedge inserted into the crack, with a width W1 and height h1, is located
at a distance a1 from the crack tip. It is used to simulate the roughness/asperity- or oxide-induced closure. The same loading condition as that for the
closure-free crack is applied to a CCT specimen containing a crack of length
2a (specimen width W and thickness t). When the applied stress is higher than
the opening (or closure) stress σop during unloading from the maximum
applied stress σmax, the applied stress-COD behavior is identical to that for the
closure-free crack, i.e., Eqn (1) holds true, since the top side of the wedge does
not contact the upper face of the crack in this stage (called stage I, as indicated
in Fig.1).
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Figure 1 The applied stress-crack opening displacement (COD) behavior for
the closure-free crack and closure-affected crack, showing the
conventionally defined effective stress range, Δσeff(conv), and the
modified definition of the effective stress range, Δσeff, which
corresponds to ΔCOD experienced by the fatigue crack tip [25].
After the applied stress is unloaded below σop, the wedge gets into touch with
the crack face and resists the closing of the crack. The relationship between σ
and δ in the closure-affected case has been derived to be [25],

σ = k (1 + λ1 )δ − λ1σ op ,
σ op =

h1 E '
4 Y 2 a a1

λ1 =

8 E1W1
.
π h1 E '

,

(3)
(4)

(5)

The parameter, λ1, proportional to the ratio of the Young’s modulus of the
wedge (E1) to that of the specimen material (E) and pertinent to the stress state
of the specimen (indicated by E′), could be considered to reflect the fracture
surface topography by the wedge parameters (W1 and h1). It should be noted
that λ1, instead of λ in [25], is used here for the single-wedge case, since the
multi-wedge cases have been taken into consideration [27]. The one-wedge
model could be thought of representing a collective action of multiple-wedge
contacts in a statistical sense. By setting (a) λ1=0, (b) λ1 equal to a finite value,
and (c) λ1→∞ in Eqn (3), three types of the applied stress-COD behavior can
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be theoretically identified, as shown in Fig.2, corresponding to the longestablished LEFM (flat crack plane and no closure), partial closure/shielding
[3,22-27,31], and complete closure/shielding of the conventional closure
concept, respectively.

σ

σop
(a) λ1 = 0,
no closure

(c) λ1 → ∞,
complete closure

COD

O

(b) λ1 = a finite value,
partial closure

Figure 2 Three types of the applied stress-COD behavior [25]. (a) The
closure-free case based purely on linear elastic fracture mechanics –
flat crack surface and no closure, (b) the general case of partial
closure (or partial shielding), (c) the extreme case of complete
closure/shielding based on the conventional crack closure concept.
Based on the consideration that FCP is governed by the near-tip crack opening
displacement range (ΔCOD), the fatigue crack closure effect has been redefined via comparing the applied stress-COD behavior in the closure-affected
case with that in the closure-free case. Two key parameters were then defined
[22-26] and are shown in Fig.1. One is the maximum shielding stress intensity
range for a given cyclic loading (ΔKsh), the other is the minimum local (or tip)
stress intensity factor actually transmitted to the crack tip (Kmin,act) at the
minimum applied stress σmin. In terms of Eqns (1) and (3), ΔKsh, Kmin,act as
well as Kop can be derived to be,
ΔK sh =

K min,act =

(

)

λ1
K op − K min ,
1 + λ1

(

(6)

)

1
λ1 K op + K min ,
1 + λ1

K op =

h1 E ' 2 π
,
8
a1

(7)

(8)
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where Kmin and Kop are the applied minimum stress intensity factor and crack
opening stress intensity factor, respectively. Eqn (8) was found to lie inbetween Suresh and Ritchie’s equation [32] and Beevers et al.’s equation [33],
with a proportion of 2/π:1:2 for Suresh and Ritchie [32], ours [25], and
Beevers et al. [33], respectively. Based on our modified partial closure
definition, as shown in Fig.1, the effective driving force for the fatigue crack
propagation, ΔKeff, becomes [3,22-27]:
ΔK eff = K max − K min,act = ΔK − ΔK sh ,

(9)

where Kmax and ΔK (= Kmax – Kmin) are the applied maximum stress intensity
factor and stress intensity factor range, respectively.

3. Effect of wedge plasticity in the form of Ramberg-Osgood relationship
Since a variety of artificial closure materials have been introduced into the
crack to decelerate or arrest FCP and increase the fatigue life, the plastic
deformation of the wedge following Ramberg-Osgood type relationship is
further considered in the present study. Then the deformation characteristics of
the wedge may be expressed as [34],
1

ε1 =

σ1 ⎛ σ1 ⎞ p

+⎜ ⎟ ,
E1 ⎝ H ⎠

(10)

where p could be called a strain hardening exponent which is applied to the
plastic strain term only, H is also a fitting constant. The Ramberg-Osgood
equation, unable to be solved explicitly for stress, provides a single
smooth/continuous curve for all values of the stress and does not exhibit a
well-defined yield point [34]. While the Ramberg-Osgood equation is often
used to fit true stress-strain data, it is recently suggested that the fitting based
on the engineering stress-strain data provides more accurate description of
deformation characteristics [35,36].
As described in [25,27] and shown in Fig.1, during unloading starting from
σmax, Eqns (1) and (3) are applicable in stage I prior to the contact of the
wedge with the upper fracture surface, and in stage II corresponding to the
elastic deformation of the wedge, respectively. In the stage of plastic
deformation of the wedge (i.e., stage III) where ε1>ε1y, substituting the
following equations [25]:

σ1 =

P1
,
t W1

ε1 = 1 −

δ1
h1

,

(11)

(12)
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δ1 =

a1
δ,
am

(13)

into Eqn (10) yields,
1

1−

1
h1

⎛ P ⎞p
a1
P1
+ ⎜⎜ 1 ⎟⎟ .
δ=
am
t W1 E1 ⎝ t W1 H ⎠

(14)

Substituting the following equation [25],

δ =

4Y σ
E′

2a a m +

8P1 a m
,
π t E′ a1

(15)

into equation (14), and considering equations (2) and (5) lead to a relationship
between the externally applied stress and crack opening displacement,
1

1⎛ δ
δ
σ ⎞⎟ ⎡ E1 ⎛⎜ δ
σ ⎞⎟⎤ p
1−
= ⎜
−
+⎢
−
⎥ .
δ op λ1 ⎜⎝ δ op σ op ⎟⎠ ⎣⎢ H λ1 ⎜⎝ δ op σ op ⎟⎠⎦⎥

(16)

Because of the inherent character of the Ramberg-Osgood equation, the
externally applied stress cannot be solved explicitly from Eqn (16). A
d 2σ
mathematical analysis of Eqn (16) indicates
> 0 , thus the σ-δ curve
dδ 2
exhibits a concave shape, as shown by stage III in Fig.3.
Stages I, II and III in Fig.3 correspond to Eqns (1), (3) and (16), respectively.
It is seen that after the occurrence of plastic deformation of the wedge the
slope of the applied stress-COD curve in stage III becomes gradually smaller
than that in stage II representing the elastic deformation of the wedge. This
signifies that, to bring about a given effective stress range ∆σeff, a smaller
externally applied stress range ∆σ (= σmax – σmin) is needed if the wedge
plasticity occurs, as shown in Fig.3. In other words, when the applied stress
range ∆σ (or the applied minimum stress σmin) remains constant in both cases
with and without the wedge plasticity, ∆σeff becomes larger if the plastic
deformation of wedge occurs. This is attributed to the fact that a larger moving
space between the crack faces, i.e., a greater ΔCOD experienced by the crack
tip becomes available after the occurrence of wedge plasticity. Such a
phenomenon of the relaxation or “partial loss” of crack closure effect caused
by the plastic deformation of wedge has also been reported in [37]. As a result,
the occurrence of wedge plasticity gives rise to a reduction of fatigue crack
closure effect.
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Figure 3 The applied stress-COD behavior for a crack with a wedge exhibiting
the plastic deformation in the form of Ramberg-Osgood type
relationship (stage I corresponding to closure-free case; stage II
corresponding to elastic deformation of the wedge; stage III
corresponding to plastic deformation of the wedge), showing the
effective stress range (Δσeff) corresponding to the crack opening
displacement range (ΔCOD) experienced by the crack tip.

4. Conclusions
The plastic deformation characteristic of the wedge in the form of RambergOsgood type relationship has been incorporated into the previously proposed
elastic wedge closure model and the modified definition of partial fatigue
crack closure effect. The analysis indicated that the applied stress-crack
opening displacement (COD) response exhibited a non-linear concave
variation and its slope became gradually smaller after the plastic deformation
of the wedge was taken into consideration. Consequently, a larger COD range
would be experienced by the fatigue crack tip, leading to a greater effective
stress range. The occurrence of the plastic deformation of the wedge led to a
relaxation of the crack tip shielding or closure effect.
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